Nonperturbative spin-boson and spin-spin dynamics and nonlinear Fano interferences: A unified dissipaton theory based study We consider the hybrid system-bath dynamics, based on the Yan's dissipaton formalism [Y. J. Yan, J. Chem. Phys. 140, 054105 (2014)]. This theory provides a unified quasi-particle treatment on three distinct classes of quantum bath, coupled nonperturbatively to arbitrary quantum systems. In this work, to study the entangled system and bath polarization and nonlinear Fano interference, we incorporate further the time-dependent light field, which interacts with both the molecular system and the collective bath dipoles directly. Numerical demonstrations are carried out on a two-level system, with comparison between phonon and exciton baths, in both linear and nonlinear Fano interference regimes. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum dissipation plays a pivotal role in various open systems, [1] [2] [3] [4] where interplay between system of primary interest and surrounding bath often causes not only energy relaxation and dephasing processes [5] [6] [7] but also particle flow and information loss. [8] [9] [10] Understanding the underlining mechanisms becomes crucially important nowadays to design high-performance functional materials and efficient quantum devices. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Conventional quantum dissipation theories (QDTs) describe the primarily interested system via the reduced density operator, ρ(t) = tr B ρ T (t), i.e., the bath subspace trace over the total composite density operator. These theories, either approximate or exact, have successfully simulated and meanwhile uncovered many underlining mechanisms for a large variety of problems, [18] [19] [20] [21] such as excitation energy/electron transfer 22, 23 and two-dimensional correlated spectroscopies, 20, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] etc. This type of QDTs merely focus on the reduced system and hardly supply much dynamical information of coupled bath, required such as in the study of Fano-type resonance in optical solid systems. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Such phenomena often arise from strong interference between the surrounding environment and reduced systems. In other words, when exposed to external field not only the primary system but also the surrounding bath can be activated. Under strong light field, nonlinear effect in general also comes out. Moreover, in previous theoretical studies, using such as influence functional path integral or master equation approaches, the surrounding bath is extensively assumed to be harmonic, where the systembath coupling effect is dictated by the linear response and thus described via the Gaussian statistics. There are situations when anharmonic effects cannot be neglected, such as in the cases a) Electronic address: rxxu@ustc.edu.cn b) Electronic address: yyan@ust.hk of strongly coupled intramolecular modes, Dushinsky rotation (quadratic coupling), and spin baths. [37] [38] [39] Those effects could be more important if bath properties such as polarizations under external fields are interested.
On the other hand, from experimental point of view, in designing novel functional materials and efficient quantum devices, there exist commonly strong correlation between centered system and surrounding environment. Moreover, in quantum dots, carbon nanotubes, graphenes, and many other solid state open systems, the environment is quite often made up of electronic excitations. 8, 40, 41 For instance, recent experiments on electric gated bilayer graphene system show unambiguous Fano-type resonance 35, 36 at the low-energy regime around the characteristic G-mode lattice phonon of graphene. 36 The captured Fano-type resonance is attributed to the interference between a discrete vibrational mode and continuum electronic excitations (excitons). Conventional QDTs can hardly simulate such strongly correlated system-bath dynamics, since the bath degrees of freedom have been already traced out in describing the reduced system with ρ(t).
Unlike traditional QDTs, which mainly focus on the reduced density operator ρ(t), the recently developed dissipaton equation of motion (DEOM) formalism 42 describes not only the reduced system but also collective bath dynamics. Thus, DEOM provides a feasible approach to study hybridizing dynamics of both system and coupled bath. Moreover, it has a physically clear description on three kinds of baths, including phonons, electrons, as well as two-level excitons. These remarkable features make DEOM a powerful theoretical tool to study various complex dynamical systems.
In this work, we present a unified framework of DEOM formalism for system embedded in either phonon or two-level exciton bath. Investigations need to be carried out to uncover the distinctions between phonon and exciton baths. In reality, phonons are bosons, while excitons hold the hard-core bosonic nature, i.e., mutually commutable but of only single occupation individually. In DEOM's quasi-particle picture, the manydissipaton density operators (MDDOs) convey the quantum nature of phonons, excitons, and electrons of dissipative baths. 42 As a consequence, comparisons between phonon and exciton baths can be made via examining dissipaton related quantities. Moreover, DEOM provides a practical approach to investigate hybridizing system-bath dynamics and field driven processes, where both system and bath may interact with external light fields. While it recovers linear response results in the weak-field limit, the non-perturbative DEOM approach maintains also accuracy without additional effort for both system and bath responses under strong fields. In this work, we will apply the DEOM approach to study the hybridizing system-bath dynamics, Fano-type resonance, and strong field induced nonlinear effects for systems embedded in phonon and exciton baths. Meanwhile, we also make comparisons and discuss distinctions between these two kinds of baths.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a quasi-particle description of dissipation is introduced, along with unified phonon and exciton bath operator decompositions. It is further in line with the definition of dynamical MDDOs for readily construction of DEOM formalism for both phonon and exciton baths. In addition, we elaborate the field dressed dynamics where both system and bath are interacting with external driving forces. Numerical demonstrations on a twolevel system embedded in boson and exciton baths are conducted in Sec. III, focusing on the hybridizing system and bath dynamics and their Fano type interference, in both weak and strong field regimes. The linear response Fano absorption lineshape is analyzed, together with the analytic solution of harmonic system-and-bath model given in Appendix. Comparisons are also made between phonon and exciton baths. Finally, we summarize our work in Sec. IV.
II. DISSIPATON DYNAMICS THEORY

A. Dissipaton decomposition of bath influence
Consider an open quantum system, embedded in either phonon or exciton bath, in the presence of external laser field. The total system-plus-bath Hamiltonian reads 1 2 δ j j ′ for excitons. In terms of irreducible quantities, while (x jx j ′) • = (x j ′x j )
• for bosons,
The trivial constant does not enter in the irreducible relation.
The interacting bath spectral density, which is also called the bath hybridization function, underlying Eq. (2), is J(ω)
For the linear hybridizing bath operator F, as defined in Eq. (2), the above spectral density can be recast in terms of thermal bath ensemble average quantity, ⟨Ô⟩ B = tr B (Ôe −βh B )/tr B e −βh B , as
Here,F(t) ≡ e ih B tF e −ih B t . The commutator (−) and anticommutator (+) above are for phonon bath and exciton bath, respectively. Consequently, J(ω) is odd for phonon bath and even for exciton bath; cf. Eq. (9) versus Eq. (10). The detailedbalance relation leads then to 3, 5 
This is the fluctuation-dissipation theorem that relates the correlation function with the spectral density. Set t > 0 hereafter. Note that F(t)F(0) B = iΣ > (t), in relation to the self-energy in the Green's function technique, along the Schwinger-Keldysh forward (>) path. [43] [44] [45] The backward (<) counterpart is F(0)F(t) B = −iΣ < (t), and related to the former as
This is the time-reversal relation. 5 A key step in the theoretical development is the socalled dissipaton expansion ofF, and consequently of the system-bath interaction, H SB =QF. It is related to an exponential series expansion of Eq. (5); i.e.,
It is obtained via a sum-over-poles expansion of the Fourier integrand in Eq. (5), followed by Cauthy's contour integration in the lower-half plane. For the quantum distribution function in Eq. (5), 1 1 ∓ e −βω = 1 2
The poles in the lower-half plane, z = −iγ k , are located at the Matsubara frequencies {γ k = 2πk/ β} for phonon bath, or {γ k = (2π + 1)k/ β} for exciton bath. As only finite number of poles are used explicitly, the best would rather be the Padé spectrum decomposition for the quantum distribution function. 46, 47 Turn now to the hybridization function, J(ω), in Eq. (5). Consider, for example, the Brownian oscillators (BOs) model 3, 5, 48 
for phonon bath, and
for exciton bath in a sense of bosonization. It has two poles in the lower-half plane, z = −iγ ± , located at
Thus, the bath hybridization function, J(ω) in Eq. (5), with either Eq. (9) or (10), contributes two terms, η + e −γ + t +η − e −γ − t , to Eq. (7). The exponents are either both real if ζ/2 > Ω (overdamped) or complex conjugated to each other,
With this notation, the time-reversal counterpart of Eq. (7), as inferred from Eq. (6), can be expressed as
It together with Eq. (7) renders, statistically, the hybridizing bath operator the dissipaton decomposition of
with the dissipaton correlation functions being of
The property of a same single exponent here implies the following statistical relation:
This relation highlights the diffusive-like nature of dissipatons and will be used later in the construction of the unified DEOM formalism.
In this work, we assume also the bath dipole operator the form ofμ
Here, we consider the field interacts with the continuum environment, such as in the case of Fano resonance. The total composite Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) becomes
where H(t) ≡ H S −μ S ε(t). The laser field, ε(t), is treated to be classical. Other treatments exist, for example, we can include the collective environment dipole mode hence the environment-field interaction into the system part, leaving the rest time-independent part as bath. Here in this work, starting from Eq. (16) as an illustration, we will show in the following that the quasi-particle description of dissipaton does represent the bath dynamics properties and the DEOM therefore offers a generalized and practical method to study hybrid systembath dynamics. Any bath variable related to dissipatons can be studied straightforwardly in the DEOM approach. On the other hand, dissipatons can also be introduced with respect to interested bath variables, as long as the related statistical information in bare bath space, i.e., related bath correlation function parameters are available.
B. The dissipaton equation of motion formalism
Let us start with the bosonic DEOM formalism whose dynamical variables are
Dissipatons inside the circled parentheses, (···)
• , are irreducible, satisfying the bosonic permutation relation, f kf k ′ • = f k ′f k
• ; see comments right before Eq. (3). In Eq. (17), n = n 1 + ··· + n K , with n k ≥ 0 being the number of the k thdissipaton and n ≡ {n 1 ···n K }. They specify the composites of the n-dissipatons cluster, ρ (n) n of Eq. (17) . Denote also ρ (n±1) n ± k as the associated (n ± 1)-dissipatons cluster, with n ± k differing from n only at the specified k th -dissipaton number by ±1. The bosonic DEOM formalism reads
The derivation of the above formalism starts with applying the quantum Liouville equation,ρ T = −i[H T ,ρ T ], for the total composite density operator in Eq. (17) . While the action of the system Hamiltonian, H(t), results in the first term of Eq. (18) , that of bath h B gives rise the second term via Eq. (14) .
The action of system-bath coupling, H SB =Q  
where
and
The second identity in each of Eqs. (20) and (21) is via the Wick's theorem. 42 The dissipaton fluctuations involved in the contraction terms are evaluated according to Eq. (13) as
The last identity in each of Eqs. (20) and (21) is then followed. We have thus shown that the third term in Eq. (18) arises from the action of system-bath coupling. Apparently, the last term in Eq. (18) is also resulted similarly, from the action of −μ B ε(t), the last component in H T of Eq. (16) . At the end, we note that bath forces in the form of dissipaton operators in Taylor series can be treated similarly. 42 The excitonic DEOM formalism reads the same as Eq. (18), but with individual excitonic dissipaton occupation number n k = 0 or 1. Consequently, it would be more convenient to define the dynamical variables in the excitonic DEOM with
with [cf. Eq. (3)]
Therefore, the n irreducible excitonic dissipatons, inside the circled parentheses in Eq. (22), are all distinct. The final excitonic DEOM formalism readṡ
The primed sum runs only over k k, as the involved (n + 1) irreducible excitonic dissipatons in nonvanishing ρ (n+1) kk should be all distinct.
III. GENERAL REMARKS AND NUMERICAL DEMONSTRATIONS
A. Fano polarization in strong external field
Apparently, the DEOM formalism, Eqs. (18) and (24) for phonon bath and exciton bath, respectively, describes the hybrid discrete system and continuum bath dynamics in the presence of arbitrary external field. The resulting nonlinear Fano interference can then be addressed. Consider, for example, the total polarization
The system polarization is evaluated via the reduced system density operator, ρ S (t) ≡ ρ
(t), as
The bath polarization is via
; that is,
Note that here the bath dipole operator,μ B , as given in Eq. (15) , is assumed to be proportional to the hybridizing bath operator. Other dissipaton forms of bath dipole can also be treated.
To
The system Hamiltonian H S , dissipative modeQ, and dipole operatorμ S are given, respectively, in terms of Pauli matrixes, as
Adopt for external field a resonant Gaussian pulse, with
Here, θ is the system-field coupling strength parameter. θ = π and π/2 lead to total and half population inversion of the isolated system, respectively, in the absence of bath, cf. Fig. 1 . In the weak field limit, it is anticipated that linear relation stands between polarization amplitudes and field strengths. Linear response will be discussed in Subsection III B.
For the bath, we adopt the Drude spectral density
This is the strongly overdamped (Smoluchowski) limit of Eq. (9) or (10), respectively, for ζ ≫ Ω, but γ ≡ Ω 2 /ζ finite. Note that for phonon bath, λ =  dω J ph (ω)/(2πω) is related to the reorganization energy, 3, 5 whereas for exciton bath, λ = J ex (0)/4. The choice here is made to have the comparison between phonon bath and exciton bath, under a similar rate of relaxation from the excited state, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Throughout numerical demonstrations, we set ∆ = 400 cm
for the two-level system transition frequency and also the resonant laser pulse carrying frequency. The pulse width is fixed at ∆σ/(2π) = 1.5. The coupling bath parameters are λ = 20 cm −1 and βγ = 1, with the temperature at T = 300 K. The calculation starts from the steady-state (thermal equilibrium ρ (n);eq ) solution to DEOM, in the absence of external field, obtained by setting allρ set of linear equations, combining the inhomogeneity from the normalization, tr S ρ (0) = 1. The resulting ρ (n>0);eq 0 indicate the initial system-bath correlation at equilibrium. The pulsed field of Eq. (29) is then switched on, with the temporal envelop peak centered at t = 0. Figure 3 shows the polarization time evolutions, at three representing light field strength, θ/π = 1 (black), 0.5 (red), and 0.01 (blue), respectively, with comparison between the exciton bath (left-panels) and the phonon bath (right-panels). Compared with the system polarization, the bath counterpart maintains linear response for a broader range of field strength. This linearity is finally broken through system-bath coupling when the system excitation is saturated. Compared to the exciton bath, the phonon bath causes stronger dissipative effect and meanwhile contributes higher excitations, as seen in the middle panels of P S (t) and lower panels of P B (t), respectively. Note that the initial equilibrium polarizations vanish here since the two levels of system are not directly coupled. In absence of driving field, the offdiagonal components (i.e., ρ 12 or ρ 21 ) remain zero in reduced density operator, and it further leads to vanishment of solvation bath polarizations. Even for more complicated cases, these equilibrium polarizations may still vanish in bulk materials due to random orientations. 
B. Fano interference in linear regime
Apparently, linear response spectrum can be evaluated as S(ω) = Im P (ω)/ε(ω) θ→ 0 , via the field-dressed approach in Sec. III A. Alternative, we can make use of the linear space property of DEOM and evaluate S(ω) based on the linear response DEOM theory, as follows.
The linear response theory leads to the expression of 1, 5 S(ω) = Re
The absorption coefficient is proportional to ωS(ω). We evaluate [μ T (t),μ T (0)] = μ T (t)μ T (0) − c.c., with the dipole correlation function defined as
3. Dynamical polarization P(t)/θ (in unit of µ S ), under θ = π (black), π/2 (red), and 0.01π (blue) pulsed light fields, for exciton (left) and phonon (right) baths. Its system and bath components are shown separately in middle and lower panels. The relative dipole strength is chosen as µ B /µ S = 2.
in the full composite matter space. Its DEOM-space correspondence, as inferred from Eqs. (26) and (27) , reads
The initial values are evaluated for phonon bath as
For exciton bath, they are
In obtaining the above two expressions, the bath dipolê µ B in the form of Eq. (15) We have verified that the dipole response spectrum, S(ω), evaluated via the above linear response DEOM formalism, is identical to that via the aforementioned field-dressed approach. The results are shown in Fig. 5 , with various relative baths and system dipole strengths µ B /µ S ; thus various values of Fano's asymmetric parameter q.
In Fano's original analysis, 32 the hybrid system-bath absorption lineshape is estimated by
is the pure bath spectrum, see Eq. (37) and comments after it. ϵ = (ω − Ω R )/Γ where Ω R and Γ are the system excitation peak location and HWHM (half width at half maximum), respectively. Analogue to Fano's analysis, 32 we propose also the following bath response based asymmetricity parameter expression:
Apparently,χ part,χ ′ B (ω), can then be determined via the Kramers-Kronig relation. 5 The resulted q values via Eq. (36) are reported in Table I for the competition between system and bath excitation pathways, and the corresponding Fano profiles are demonstrated in Fig. 5 . Compared to the phonon bath, the exciton bath behaves less competitive, which can be understood due to the limited excitation in two-level excitons. This phenomenon has been also observed in the real-time dynamics of polarization as shown previously in Fig. 3 .
It is found that the original Fano lineshape of Eq. (35) does not fit well to the results in Fig. 5 . As predicted by Eq. (35), the dip goes to zero at ω di p = Ω R − qΓ, representing anti-phase of system and bath transitions. In our simulations, however, the dips always have finite values, which indicate the phases of two pathways cannot be entirely cancelled out. It is understandable since the two-level system is easily saturated by external field excitations, while the bath is not, due to its numerous wait-to-be-excited phonons or excitons. This kind of mismatch leads to "excess" bath excitations, thus nonvanishing total response signal. It is also worth to mention that for an analytically solvable model, where a discrete harmonic oscillator is embedded in a harmonic bath, one can easily resolve the Fano profile as well as its vanishing point at ω di p =  Ω(Ω − µ S /μ B ), with Ω being the characterizing frequency of the discrete harmonic oscillator. The reason is that a harmonic oscillator can be excited continuously, thus the system-bath excitation "mismatch" disappears. Details are presented in Appendix.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we present the unified DEOM approach for systems coupled with phonon or two-level exciton bath, where both system and bath may be optically excited by external fields. The difference between these two kinds of baths is discussed from the definitions of MDDOs, to DEOM formalism, and further with numerical demonstrations. As demonstrated in our simulations on Fano type interferences, DEOM does convey dynamical information of both the reduced system as well as its coupled bath.
In formalism, DEOM recovers conventional hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM) approach. [51] [52] [53] The later has been used extensively in open system problems to study reaction dynamics, quantum transport, multi-dimensional spectroscopy, etc. 9, 20, 48, 54, 55 As a non-Markovian and nonperturbative approach, it also provides benchmarks to assess performance and accuracy of approximate methods. 20, 56, 57 The HEOM focuses on reduced system properties. Its involved so-called auxiliary density operators (ADOs) do not have sound physical meanings. In comparison, DEOM comes up with the concept of MDDOs. While it remains the same formalism as HEOM in the reduced system space, the MDDO has been clarified as a quasi-particle description of solvent bath. Thus, DEOM is not limited to study reduced systems, as has been established in previous HEOM studies, but also the coupled bath properties. 42 For any bath variable related to dissipatons, its properties can be studied straightforwardly via Wick's-type theorem. 42 On the other hand, dissipatons can also be introduced with respect to interested bath variables, as long as the related statistical informations in bare bath space, i.e., related bath correlation function parameters are available. Furthermore, non-Gaussian system-bath couplings such as effects of Dushinsky rotation can also be treated in the frame of DEOM (cf. comments after Eq. (21)), which will be published elsewhere. 
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APPENDIX: HARMONIC SYSTEM-AND-BATH MODEL
In this appendix, we study Fano-type interference between a discrete harmonic oscillator and a harmonic bath, which is analytically solvable. The solution of this simple model will enrich our understanding on optical response of solvated system as well as the interference between system and bath.
The total system-and-bath Hamiltonian is written as
Here, Q and P are the system coordinate and momentum, respectively. The bath is assumed to be harmonic,
, and interacts with the system via a generalized forceF =  j c j x j . The influence of bath on the system is then taken into account through the response function ofF, which is defined in the bath space as
withF(t) = e ih B tF e −ih B t and ρ B = e −βh B /tr B e −βh B being the thermal density operator for bath degrees of freedom only.
To study the Fano interference between system and bath, we take hybrid system-bath dipole moment of the following form:μ
and the dipole-dipole response function S(t) is defined in the full system-and-bath space as
with ρ T being the total system-and-bath density operator in thermal equilibrium. For convenience of evaluation, S(t) can be separated into four terms, i.e., S QQ (t), S QF (t), S FQ (t), and S F F (t), denoting different response pathways. The task is to compare S(t) to S 0 B (t), obtained separately at existence and absence of system, i.e., with/without system-bath interaction, cf. Sec. III B.
The derivation starts from solving the Heisenberg equations of system operator Q(t) and bath coordinates {x j (t)}
The formal solution to Eq. (A5b) is
and substituting Eq. (A6) into Eq. (A5a), we obtain
Now consider the definition of Eq. (A4) with Eq. (A7), it is easy to find
At the same time, we obtain the following relations based on Eq. (A6):
By some simple algebra, the frequency resolved solutions to Eqs. 
The functionS(ω) is defined similarly. All the spectra in Eq. (A10) can thus be evaluated once certain model ofχ
For mixed dipole operator of Eq. (A3), the system-plusbath response can now be simulated by summing over all response pathways, i.e., S(ω) = µ 
while the pure bath background in absence of system is given asμ 
Here, ϵ(ω) and q(ω) share the same physical meanings as in Fano's original work, accounting for, respectively, the scaled energy and lineshape asymmetricity. According to Eq. (A13), the system-and-bath total response vanishes when q(ω) + ϵ(ω) = 0. The corresponding frequency ω di p is found to be
where two pathways cancel each other in their interference. We are also interested in two limiting cases, where system or bath response pathway is turned off. In the former situation, we have µ S = 0, and it can be found that the dip locates at frequency ω = Ω. This dip reflects the excitation energy flow from bath to system. In this case, the Fano profile is often dominated by a dip when the dispersion around system frequency (Ω R ) is small, i.e.,χ ′ B (Ω R ) ≪χ ′′ B (Ω R ) or q ∼ 0. However, the peak can also be asymmetric, given the condition thatχ ′ B (Ω R ) is large and |q| has finite value.
In another limit, where µ B = 0 and q = ∞, we obtain the response of solvated system only, with the lineshape given by S(ω) = µ 
